III
The light emitted when deuterium (D2) and neon gaa are bombarded With the beta particlee from a triti~(T2) eource (% 2 mCi) haa been etudied using tritium abeorbed in a titanium backing. Nhen an RCA 8575 phototube wae ueed aa a detector, the light from the neon produced about 30 timee ae much anode currant aa the light from the D2. Filtere were ueed to determine that most of the light from D2 has wavelength < 4000 A, while meet of the light from neon hae wavelength > 4000 A. The phototube anode current Increaeed by a factor of 20 when the window interior of a D2-filled vessel was coated with a wavelength ehifter, eodium aalicylate. Preaeure effecte on the light emitted were alao etudied Up to 150 pei, and it wae determined that the light inteneity doee not decreaee aa fact as l/pressure for either D2 or neon. Visual obeervationewere made with the unaided eye, an RCA 8606 image intensifier (gain % 10+), and a far ultraviolet-eeneitive Image converter (gain % 30); photograph were obtained where possible using Polaroid 3000-epeed film. INTRODUCTION Knowledge of the method in which deuterium (D2) and tritium (T ) gaaee mix ie of obvious importance 2 to the technology of fusion of these materiale.
Preeently no mixing experiment are being performed ueing D2 and T2 gaa becauee of the.difficultyin handling T2. However, holographic techniqueelare being used to etudy dynamic deneity variation of such gaeee as helium injected into nitrogen, and lacer Ramen epectroecopy techniquea2 are being used to meaaure concentration of theee gaaee at a given point and time. The former method is not accurate enough to be used in etudying the mixing of D2 and '2' while the latter method ie too time coneuming to allow a complete study of the mixing using different preeeuree and nozzle eizee.
k alternativemethod for etudying T2-D2 mixing is to observe the epatial and time-reeolvedlight emiaeion from the gaa induced by the tritium beta raye. Tritlum has several unique properties that make it euitable to be used for this procese. The beta particles are of euch low energy (% 18 keV maximum energy with an average energy of 5.6 keV)
that the average range3 in D2 ia < 3.0 mm at one atm preaaure. At higher preeauree the energy deposition ia even more localized, and light emieaion from a point la an excellent indication of the T2 at that point. Tritium ham a half-life of 12.4 yeare; thue, 1 cm3 at STP ie equivalent to 2.6 Cl ('l9.5 x 1010 diaintegrationa/aec).
In addition to studying the mixing of D2 and T2, the total light emieeion induced by T2 beta raya can be ueed to indicate the presence of T2 in D2. Since the handling of gaeeoua T2 preeente tremendous eafety probleme, it waa decided that a etudy of the feasibility of this method could be made ueing a thin layer of T2 abaorbed in titanium.
II. TOTAL LIGHT OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS
A. General In order to make more quantitativemeasurement and to study the effect of pressure on the light emitted, a pressure vessel shown in Fig. 1 was constructed. The vessel was pressure tested tu 300 psi and was considered safe for operation up to 150 psi. Table I gives the relative current readings for the neon and D2 gases using the varioue filters and t?indows. rig. 3. Plots of the anode current in nemps vs the gage pressure in pal for both neon (~) and deuterium (~). The enode current recorded when the vessel was filled with deuterium haa been multiplied by 30, and it is very similar to the anode current observed when neon was used. Tha solid curve ia a plot of preaaure-l normalized to the neon current at O pal.
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III. SPATIAL RESOLUTION EXPERIMENTS
A. General
From the measurements described previously it is apparent thst most of the light from D2 is in the ultraviolet (uv). At pressurea less than~1/3 7-9 atm, various experiments
show that H emits a 2 continuous spectrum between 1600 and 4000 h with a broad peak around 2300 h. Other experiments7'10-12 at low pressure also show that H2 emits a line spectrum between 1100 and 1600 il. The continuous spectru is due to a3z++ b3z+ 3+ tranaitionawhere b Zu g is an unbound atate that dissociates into two ground atate hydrogen stoma. The line spectrum around 1600 iila due to BIX~+ XIZ~trsnsitiona (Lyman band), while the line spectra around 1200~ia due An edge view of the tritium source fn one atm of neon obtained during a l/30-sec exposure. A 2-1/2-in.-diamf/O.85 lens and an RCA 8606 image intensifierwere used in conjunctionwith a Polaroid scope camera and 3000-speed film to obtain this photograph. Fig. 8 . An edge view of the tri.tium source in one atm of deuterium obtained during a 10-sec exposure. A 2-1/2-in.-diamf/O.85 lens and an RCA 8606 image intensifierwere used in conjunctionwith a Polaroid scope camera and 3000-speed film to obtain this photograph. Notice the spots due to the large dark current and the range of the beta rays compared with those in Fig. 7 .
differences to be noted are the greatly incressed noise for the 10-sec exposure and the increased range of the beta raya in D2. The difference in exposure times by a factor of 300 is partially due to the fact that the intensifierwill not transmit below 39OO A.
In . . ,, .,, ,., ,., , If film with a sensitivity similar to that of Polaroid 3000-speed (5 x 10-3 erg/cm2 to produce a reflection density of 0.5 in the print) were used, then exposure times of~1/6 msec could be used.
Dilute concentrationsof T2 (< 1%) could be observed using msec framing rates if image intensifierswith gains of 105 were used.
The above discussion assumes that the film was placed against the output fiber optics of the image tube. If an additional lens were used to focus the output of the intensifier onto the film, the light intensity would be reduced by a factor of 10 to 100. Contributions from this effect may be observed by
Battleson of Sandia, Livermore4 when he performs some of his plsnned experiments using gaseoua T2 in a chamber with a sapphire window. 
